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The investigation reported in this project is dealt about the Steady-state 

laminar flow and heat transfer in a lid-driven staggered cavity with two heated 

blocks. Based on the aspect ratio (AR = H / L = 1, H / L = 2, H / L = 1 (circle)), 

three different block shapes for numerical experiments are introduced. Huge 

blocks with no slip or static wall conditions are considered and placed in the 

geometric center of the cavity. The simulation is run for Reynolds numbers 

100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 and the block temperature is 573K. The top lid 

moves to the right and the bottom lid moves to the left. Both are considered 

the same speed.. It was found that the dynamics and structure of the primary 

vortex and the angular vortex are strongly influenced by the Reynolds number. 

Studies clearly show that as the Reynolds number increases, the total drag 

coefficient decreases. The study reveals the important flow physics such as 

flow separation, boundary-layer and recirculation. The results will be 

beneficial for similar situation occur in many industrial problems. 
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Introduction 

 The study of fluid flow and heat transfer analysis inside the cavities aims different 

applications in the field of engineering. Forced convection lid driven staggered cavities used 

for a considerable range of practical problems such as flows, heat exchangers, lubrication 

technology, drying technology, electronics cooling, ventilation of rooms and solar energy 

storage. several benchmark problems have become popular in the open literature, e.g. the 

(single) lid driven cavity, flow over backward facing step, buoyancy driven cavity, flow past a 

circular cylinder, flow past a square cylinder, etc. Although there is a vast amount of literature, 

the quest for an ideal test problem still exists. In compliance with the above views, the problem 

of staggered double lid driven cavity is considered [1]. Although at the very outset, the 

geometry looks like a simple extension of the double lid driven cavity, it is a much more 

complex problem. The domain of the staggered double lid driven cavity has all the essential 

features of a complex cavity and in some sense, looks like a synthesis of two popular benchmark 
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problems viz. a lid driven cavity and a backward facing step. This problem was earlier 

introduced by Hinatsu and Ferziger [4]. Nonrectangular two-sided lid-driven cavities have been 

recently introduced And as an important benchmarking problem by Zhou et al. [2] and 

Nithiarasu and Liu [1]. Zhou et al. [2] Reporting various results Reynolds number (50-3200) of 

bilateral lid-driven cavity flow in which the cap moves in antiparallel motion. Both are 

symmetrical an asymmetric flow pattern was obtained. A symmetric pattern was obtained when 

the Reynolds number was less than 1000, and an asymmetric pattern was obtained when Re = 

3200. Nithiarasu and Liu [1] Re number more than 1000. Burggraf [6] We studied parallel and 

antiparallel motion using Lattice Boltzmann simulation. Staggered cavities a diagonally 

symmetric cavity with two diagonal offsets of size 0.4 L and a wall of size L is required. Zhou 

et al for a given shape. [2], Nithiarasu and Liu [5] studied only antiparallel motion of the closure. 

The above study is mainly focused on forced convection of double block located lid driven 

staggered cavity. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no studies have been reported on study 

of foced convective heat transfer in double lid driven staggered cavity with various blocks. 

Physical Model and discrete grid

 

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of partially heated 2D block located square enclosure filled with 

nanofluids.embedded with bottom heater. 

Nithiarasu and Liu [3] have investigated Steady Unsteady incompressible flow within a dual 

power cavity using an artificial compressibility (AC) based characteristic splitting scheme 

(CBS). Staggered cavities a diagonally symmetric cavity with two diagonal offsets of size 0.4 

L and a wall of size L is required. Zhou et al for a given shape. [2], Nithiarasu and Liu [1] 

studied only antiparallel motion of the closure. The purpose of this study is forced convection 

heat transfer by steady-state laminar flow and fluid flow analysis of  double lid driven staggered 

cavity with both parallel and anti- parallel wall motion. with various heated blocks. Figure 1 

shows a schematic diagram of a zigzag cavity driven by a double-sided lid. Here, both the top 

and bottom lids move at the same speed, the top wall moves parallel forward, and the bottom 

wall moves in the next direction. antiparallel backward direction. The two block is placed at the 

center of diagonally symmetric cavity. Blocks are maintained at uniform temperature. The top 

lid is assumed to move at a prescribed positive horizontal velocity value and the bottom lid 

moves with a negative velocity with a magnitude equal to the velocity of the top lid. while the 

left and right are adiabatic.  
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Fig 2. A typical grid distribution of 

partially heated square cavity 

- The flow is consider as laminar, 2-D 

incompressible flow and steady state 

condition. 

- Fluid is considered to be Newtonian 

fluid. 

- Negligible viscous heat dissipation and 

radiation heat transfer. 

- The grids were uniformly distributed 

near the walls and square block to 

account for the high gradients using an 

algebraic function. The denser grid lines 

were uniformly distributed. 

Three different grid sizes such as 80 × 80, 160 × 160, and 320 × 320 were considered. The grid 

refinement tests were conducted for different values of Re (100,200,500,1000,2000). In the 

view of grid independence, convergence and computational accuracy, a very popular 

Richardson extrapolation technique has been followed [1,18, 21-23]. The variation of average 

Nusselt number with grid refinement for Re = 100 and 1000 has been mentioned in table 1. 

along with % of error. The results are in good agreement between grid sizes 160 × 160 and 320 

× 320. Further, the percentage of error decreases as grid size increases. Hence, the grid size 160 

× 160 has been selected in the present investigation for good accuracy and better computational 

time. 

Table 1. The variation of average Nusselt number with grid refinement for different 

values of Reynolds number (Re = 100 and Re = 1000) 

 Re = 100 Re = 1000 

M1 

(80 × 80) 

M2 

(160 × 

160) 

M3 

(320 × 

320) 

M1 

(80 × 80) 

M2 

(160 × 

160) 

M3 

(320 × 

320) 

𝐼 2.2816 2.2842 2.2862 4.7630 4.7816 4.7866 

𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑡 2.2904 4.7932 

% error 0.3842 0.2706 0.1833 0.6300 0.242 0.1376 

Further, the heated staggered cavity was [1,24] considered to validate the simulated 

results for different values of Reynolds number (Re = 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000). The 

obtained velocities were validated against the published results of  Nithiarasu and Liu [3]. The 

results are in good agreement with existing published results comparrision has been shown in 

Fig 3. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Re=100   Fig. 3 (b) Re=500    Fig. 3 (c)  Re=1000 

Fig 3. Comparison of velocities for a double lid driven cavity both parallel and anti parallel 

wall motion. Horizontal & vertical velocity  along mid width: (a) Re=100 (b) Re=500; (c) 

Re=1000. 

Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

The flow of fluid in the lid-driven cavity can be simulated by a series of momentum and 

conservation of mass laws. The equation used here is just the Navier-Stokes equation because 

it follows the laws of mechanics. From these two, the Navier-Stokes equation was formulated. 

The continuity equation also serves as the basis for the lid-driven cavity flow. Continuity 

equation, X momentum equation. 

 

Continuity equation,  

 

 
 

X- Momentum equation,  eq(2) 

 

 
 

Y- Momentum equation,  eq(3) 

 

 
 

The above equations were non- dimensionalized as follows:  eq(4) 

 

           
 

       
 

By introducing the above dimensionless (Equation 4) scale into the governing equations 

(Equations 1, 2, 3), a dimensionless equation can be obtained. as follows: Continuity equations, 

equations. (5) X momentum equation 
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Continuity equation,  eq(5) 

 

 
X- Momentum equation,  eq(6) 

 

 
 

Y- Momentum equation,  eq(7) 

 

 

 

 

Computational Procedure 

The governing eqs. (1)-(7) were solved using the finite volume based method using 

commercial software ANSYS Fluent. Geometry is created using ANSYS Workbench. The 

boundary conditions are assigned on the walls and block. In the present investigation is consider 

as two dimensional, steady state, laminar, Simple and coupled energy models were chosen to 

simulate forced convection inside an enclosure and embedded with different heated blocks at 

the center of the cavity. 

Results Discussion 

Double lid drive cavities, as the name implies, differ from traditional benchmark single 

lid drive cavities described in many previous studies due to the use of double lids. In double-

driven cavities, the lid moves both at the top and bottom of the cavity. This study investigates 

the flow in a non-rectangular cavity as shown in Figure 1. As already mentioned, this issue is 

Nithiara su [1] dealt with it is a diagonally symmetric cavity with long sides of size L and small 

sides of size 0.4L. It is assumed that the top cover is moving at a given positive horizontal 

velocity value and the bottom cover is moving at a negative velocity that is as large as the top 

cover velocity. In Figure 5, the streamline of the center width of the cavity was analyzed with 

the movement of parallel and antiparallel walls at Re = 100. Two major vortices were formed 

in the top and bottom lid of the cavity. As the Reynolds number increased to 2000, the strength 

of the primary vortex decreased. In addition, at a higher Reynolds number Re = 1000, two 

quadratic vortices were formed at all four left and right corners of the cavity. In Figure 6, the 

temperature contours are analyzed under the same streamline conditions. As the Reynolds 

number increased, a decrease in temperature was observed at all area ratios. AR = H / L = 0.5 

b) H / L = 1 c) r = 0.2. The results clearly show that the temperature dropped significantly at H 

/ L = 0.5.b) H/L=1 c) r=0.2. Results clearly indicated that the temperature was decreased highly 

in H/L=0.5 and r=0.2 when Reynolds number was increased. 
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Fig.5.Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; horizontal and vertical velocities along mid width: Re=100, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, 

(b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   
Fig.5.Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; horizontal and vertical velocities along mid width: Re=200, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, 

(b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   

Fig.5.Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; horizontal and vertical velocities along mid width: Re=500, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, 

(b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 
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Fig.5.Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; horizontal and vertical velocities along mid width: Re=1000, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, 

(b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   

Fig.5.Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; horizontal and vertical velocities along mid width: Re=2000, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, 

(b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   

Fig. 6. Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; temperature contour along mid width: Re=100, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, (b) H/L = 0.5, 

(c) r=0.2 
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Fig.6. Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel 

wall motion; temperature contour along mid width: Re=200, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, (b) H/L = 

0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   

Fig.6. Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and 

antiparallel wall motion; temperature contour along mid width: Re=500, (a) A/R= H/ L = 

1, (b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

   

Fig.6. Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and antiparallel wall 

motion; temperature contour along mid width: Re=1000, (a) A/R= H/ L = 1, (b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 
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Fig.6. Comparission of double lid driven staggered cavity with both parallel and 

antiparallel wall motion; temperature contour along mid width: Re=2000, (a) A/R= H/ L = 

1, (b) H/L = 0.5, (c) r=0.2 

Effects of Various Blocks 

In the previous sections, investigations have been done for various heated blocks (A/R= 

H/ L = 1, H/L = 0.5, r=0.2). It is well known fact that the flow and temperature distribution, and 

eventually heat transfer at the enclosure walls will depend on the length of the . In view of the 

mentioned information, it is necessary to study the variation of temperature distribution, flow, 

and average Nusselt number for different heated blocks. In the present work, A/R= H/ L = 1, 

H/L = 0.5, r=0.2 has been considered and numerical investigations are done for various 

Reynolds number by keeping all other parameters remains fixed. 

Table 1. The variation of average Nusselt number with various blocks for different 

values of Reynolds number (Re = 100, 200, 500, 1000 and Re = 2000) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. Variation of average Nusselt number with different Reynolds Number for various heated blocks 

Reynolds Number Square Block 

( H/ L = 1) 

Rectangular Block 

( H/L = 0.5) 

Circular Block 

( r=0.2) 

Re = 100 6.034 6.197 5.197 

Re = 200 6.178 6.274 5.327 

Re = 500 6.512 6.631 5.629 

Re = 1000 7.040 7.492 6.588 

Re = 2000 8.311 8.536 7.673 
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Conclussion 

The present investigation highlights the characteristics of  laminar flow of the heated 

blocks in a uniform stream considered inside the cavity. The investigation includes the study of 

the fluid field flow nature, primar vortices, secondary voritices, the heat transfer of the heated 

block for different Reynolds number (Re= 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000). In all the cases the 

Nusselt number is found for each surface of the heated blocks and the average Nusselt number 

is determined inorder to report on the Heat transfer that takes place between the heated block 

and the incompressible laminar fluid flowing in the cavity. Initially the Lid driven cavity 

problem was tested and the effect of applying different Reynolds numbers and the nature of the 

flow field inside lid- driven square cavity was visualized. The boundary layer was studied. It 

was found that the dynamics and the structure of the primary vortex and the corner vortices 

were strongly affected by the Reynolds number. Comparison of the simulation results with the 

experimental results obtained from journals were validated and can be concluded that the 

commercially available software like FLUENT could provide a reasonably good solutions for 

complicated flow structures including flow with separation. This proves the correctness of our 

methodology. With this validated result the simulation of the fluid flow of a heated blocks in 

the cavities are also studied. The study shows us that the variation in the Reynolds number 

shows an impact on the flow field. And the heat transfer also increases with increases in 

Reynolds number the heat transfer is more since more surfaces of the heated block is exposed 

to the flow. Here at last we have compared and displayed several graphical combinations of 

different shapes these results will be beneficial for similar situation occurring in many industrial 

problems. 

Nomenclature 
 

Quantity Symbol 

Velocity u 

components in Cartesian coordinates x, y, 

z 

u, v, w 

Dynamic Viscosity (absolute) μ 

Kinematic Viscosity ν 

Reynolds Number Re = uL / ν 

Nusselt Number Nu = hL/kf 

Length L 

Width W 

Height H 

Diameter D 

Radius R 
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